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GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE ANDIZLIK ZIMPARALIK AREA 
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CROSS SECTIONS FROM THE ANDIZLIK _ ZIMPARALIK AREA 


















b-o-o-d Plio-Quaternary conglomerates and marls 
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SUBSURFACE CONTINUATION OF CHROME ORES IN GALLERIES AND 
BOREHOLES IN THE ANDIZLIK AND ZIMPARALIK MINES 
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DISPOSITION OF CHROME ORE BODIES IN THE UNDERGROUND WORKINGS AT THE ANDIZLIK MINE FIG.SB 
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DISPOSITION OF CHROME ORE BODIES IN THE 1271m LEVEL AT THE ZIMPARALIK MINE 
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DISPOSITION OF CHROME ORE BODIES IN THE I 240m LEVEL AT THE ZIMPARALIK MINE 
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DISPOSITION OF CHROME ORE BODIES IN THE 1205m LEVEL AT THE ZIMPAF~ALIK MINE FIG.60 
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